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Chaudhary Ranbir Singh University, Jind 
Established by the StateLegislature Act 28 of 2014 and 

recognized S 20 & 12:8 by GAct 1956)

NOTICE INVITING QUOTATIONS 
Subject: Providing and fixing of rain sheds at Shopping complex and old 

Guest House, Chaudhary Ranbir Singh University, Jind. 

Sealed quotations under registered post/by hand inviting from are 

contractors/societies/firms for providing and fixing of one rain shed each at 

Shopping complex and old Guest House at CRSU, Jind. The quotation is to be 

submitted in office the Registrar, CRSU, Jind latest by 13/4/2022 upto 05:00 P.M. 

duly superscripted on the envelope "Providing and fixing of rain sheds ". The 

quotations will be opened on dt. 19/o4/2022 at 03:00 P.M. in the office of Estate

Officer, CRSU. 

Note: 

(i) Quotations should be in favour of Registrar, CRSU, Jind.

(il) The quotationer must read and agree all the terms and conditions and submit 

duly signed and stamped copy of the same along with quotation.

(ii) The quantity of items in BOQ can be deleted, increased or decreased as per 

requirement of the University. 

Estate Officer 

Endst.No. CRSU/Const./2022/. Dated2.jo3|22 

1. System Analyst, CRSU Jind with request to upload the same on University 

website
2. PS to VC (for kind information of the Hon'ble Vice Chancellor), CRSU, Jind.

3. PA to Registrar (for kind information of the Worthy Registrar), CRSU Jind. 

SDO- Civil 



Terms& Conditions (To be submitted along with Ouotation) 

1. SIGNING OF QUOTATION: 

The quotations must be signed by authorized signatory of the bidding 

Manufacturers and Suppliers/firms on each page, along with seal of the 

Manufacturers and Suppliers/firms 

2. Conditional Quotation: 

Conditional quotations are not acceptable. Hence the supplier is advised neither to 

alter the Specifications nor to mention anything on the quotation form, except cost, 

signature with seal, otherwise quotation will not be considered. 

3. Delivery Destination: 

The quotations must be quoted as F.O.R., CRSU, Jind i.e. no separate payment will 

be made for transit insurance and freight charges etc. 

4. Delivery Acceptance: 

The work is to be handed over to the Construction Branch, CRSU. However, the 

work will be deemed accepted subject to the approval by the concerned Inspection 

Committee, CRSU, Jind. 

should immediately remove the consignment from the University premises at its 

own, failing which it will remain there at the risk and responsibility of the supplier
and University will not be responsible for any kind of liability in this regard.

In case of rejection of the work, the supplier/agency 

5. Delivery Period:

The work is to be completed within 45 days from the receipt of the supply/work

order.

6. Penalty for delayed supply: 

In the event of the delayed supply/work, if accepted, the Registrar will be 

competent to impose penalty @1% per day of the purchase/work order, provided
that the entire amount of penalty shall not exceed 10% of the total amount of 

purchase/work order. The supply will be deemed to be completed on the day when 

100 % supply is handed over to the indenter (in case of supply in installments) and 

its installation is done. An appeal against these orders shall, however, lie to the 

Vice Chancellor whose decision shall be final.

7. Rejection of incomplete Quotations: 

Incomplete quotations such as unsigned quotations, late submitted quotation, 
conditional quotation, quotation not confirming to the eligibility criteria and 
Technical specification or with any vague term such as Extra as applicable, will be 

considered as rejected. 



8. Quantity Variation: 

The quantity shall be subject to increase or decrease or deleted. 

9. Taxation: 

GST /Custom duty etc. indicating the rate of taxes, should be quoted independent 

of the ex-works price of the item and it will be paid as applicable under 

Government rules, if so quoted by the Supplier in the quotation, subject to the 

certificate in the bill as follows. "Certified that the GST/Custom duty charged in 

this bill is leviable under Government Rules". In the absence of any indication to 

taxation by the supplier, it is to be assumed that the price includes tax elements

and no claim for the taxes or statutory variations thereon should be entertained 

after opening of quotation. However, wherever exemption from GST/custom duty is 

applicable, the University will provide the exemption certificate; along with 

supply/work order itself. In case of imported goods the custom clearance is to be 

arranged by the supplier at his own level Charges, if any, in this regard, however,

need to be mentioned accordingly in the quotation itself University will provide 

necessary documents for this purpose. In case the quotation is silent with regard

to taxation and clearance charges etc, no such charges will be paid by the 

University.

10. Right to Bid rejection: 

The University reserves the right to reject any or all offers at any stage without

assigning any reason.

11. Packaging of Consignment: 

The material should be packed in a strong case so as to avoid any damage, theft or 

pilferage in the transit, in which case the responsibility shall be that of the 

supplier. 

12. Site clearance: 

The manufacturer firm/supplier/agency has to clear all the malba/debris from 

the site before the handover of the order.

13. Payment: 

The payment will be made within 30 working days of the successful handover & its 

inspection and further after the on-site training imparted, if it is the requirement of 

the quotation. Five percent security money will be retained from each running bill 

and will be released after completion of work. 

14. Currency: 

The rates should be quoted in Indian Rupee (NR). However, in case of imported
item it may be quoted in foreign currency where in the date of opening of quotation 
will be taken as the conversion date for bid evaluation and comparison purpose.
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15. Schedule: 

The quotation floating date is 21./.9.3 /2022. The sealed quotation should reach 

in the office of Registrar, Chaudhary Ranbir Singh University, Jind-126102 onor 

before à/94. /2022 up to 05:00 PM. The quotation will be opened on 
/2s.21at 3:00 P.M. in the office of the Estate Oficer, Chaudhary Ranbir
Singh University, Jind. Interested bidders/Quotationers and their authorized 

representatives are welcomed to present during opening of quotations. Quotation 
received after last date shall not be considered. Any type of delay like postage delay

etc. shall not be considered by the University. 

16. Water& Electricity: 

Water and the electricity for the work will be provided by the University, rates to be 

quoted accordingly. The agency has to make its own arrangement to connect from 

the source provided by the University. 

17. Arbitration: 

In case of any dispute both the parties will be bounded by the decision of the Vice 

Chancellor, CRSU, Jind as the arbitrator. 

18. Jurisdiction: 

All disputes shall be subject to Jind jurisdiction. 

The terms & conditions of quotation have been read and 1/We certify that 1/We 

clearly understand the same and undertake for its compliance 

Place:

Dated: 

Signature of authorized 
representative of the bidding

firm/company with seal. 

(Affix Rubber Stamp of the firm) 



Item Rate BOQ 
Tentative Unit 
Quantity

Rate per unit for 
each item in 
Rupess 

Sr. Item Description 
NO 

(Inclusive of all 
taxes) 

3 4 
2 

Steel work in built up tubular (round, square or 

rectangular hollow tubes etc.) trusses etc., including 

cutting, hoisting. fixing in position and applying a 

priming coat of approved steel primer, including 

welding and bolted with special shaped washers 

etc. complete in all respect. 

683 kg 

Providing & fixing 2 mm thick or weight 225-250
2 

gram per sqft. fiberglass reinforced plastic sheet

roofing up to any pitch, including fixing with 

polymer coated J' or L' hooks, bolts & nuts 8mm 

dia. G.I plain/bitumen washers complete but 

excluding the cost of purlins, rafters, trusses etc. 

They shall be of uniform pigmentation and 

thickness without air pockets and shall conform to 

IS 10192 and IS 12866.The sheets shall be opaque 

39 Sqm 

or translucent, clear or pigmented, textured or 

smooth as specified. All the joints shall be water 

tight to prevent water leakage from any part of 

shed. Design and color of fibre sheet is to be got 

approved from the University.

Painting of MS Frame by two or more coats of 

approved Enamel paint up to finishing in color as 

approved by the University. Two nos. sheds

quantity of MS work as above.
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2 Job 

Signature of authorized 

representative of the bidding 

firm/company with seal. 



Reference Drawing

To be Constructed-1 no. 
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This is tentative drawing and may be varied as per site requirement. Site may be visited before
submitting Quotation. 


